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Objective 
 

I am motivated to learn more and more, so I began focusing on front-end programming. Strong 
experience in web development in HTML, CSS, and JS .by building a modest website over the previous 
month and good experience with the angular framework. 
 

Education 

09/2017 – 5/2022 

Nablus, Palestine  

Skills 

Bachelor's Degree, An-Najah National 

University 

Bachelor’s student in computer engineering.

-Algorithms, problem-solving, data structure.       

-web development: HTML, CSS, sass,  

Bootstrap, JavaScript, Typescript, JQuery 

, PHP, and c#. 

  C\C++, Java, Python, Dart, basic flutter, Unity. 

  -Experience working with hardware components. 
  -Hardware languages: VHDL, Verilog. 
   -Operating system: Windows, Linux. 
  - Artificial Intelligence (AI) & Machine Learning (ML). 
  -Technologies: Git, Github. 
 

Courses 

 

 06/2022 – 10/2022 

Nablus, Palestine 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

02/2022 – 05/2022 

Nablus, Palestine 

 
 

 

 

 

Front-End developer trainee, Fratello 
Software House 

 Finished nearly 360 hours in this training Using 
Angular 12 to build SPA and make many tasks. 
Some topics: 
Forms (TDF, Reactive Forms, and Dynamics 

forms). 

Services, Directives, pips, and many topics. 

 

 

Salesforce commerce cloud trainee, ITG 

 Finished nearly 320 hours in this training and 
making many tasks and starting with a revision of 
JQuery and js, and making some tasks 
Some topics of Salesforce: 

-pipeline. 

-storefront 

- Site genesis. 

 And many topics.
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 Projects 
 
 -Software 
 
 Mobile application (Your touch) 

● The main idea of this app for help users chooses the appropriate design to their homes, offices, 
and places they want without falling into the problem of not matching the piece in the place they 
want in terms of beauty and the measurement of the piece and its dimensions.  

● This application allows them to photograph the place to be designed. 
●  Choose the pieces they want. 
●  Put them and try them in the place they want. 
●  Help them in the places where these pieces are available. 
●  Languages used: Unity, flutter, and Node js.  

 
-Hardware  
 
“My baby’s Smart Cradle” 

● Project is a smart vibrant cradle that helps mothers to stay in touch with their babies when they 
are not near them  

● So that they can go wherever they want and any time the baby wants them they will be alerted. 
●  This smart vibrant cradle is equipped with a mobile application that can control the speed of 

the vibrant and shows 
●  A live video from a live-streaming camera is attached to the cradle. 
●  And a voice sensor that when the baby cries a musical cradle toy starts moving. 
●  The cradle starts vibrating and an alert will be sent to the mother.  
● The cradle also has a rain sensor that alerts the mother that the bed is wet. 

 
 
-Web project: 
 
“Click Shoot” 

● Help users to deliver to the largest number of photographers and studios. 
● So they can compare photographers and studios by seeing their work . 
● By doing this, they can easily book and schedule their appointments. 
●  In addition, the can add feedback and contact easily with photographers and studios...  
● Techniques used: (Html, CSS, JavaScript, Bootstrap, PHP and My SQL). 

 

Languages 

Arabic English 

 

Relevant Coursework 
 
 Member of Amid East level. 
 
 

 

 

 


